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The Worrying Modern Scenario of Benign Pathology after Nephrectomy
for Presumed Renal Cancer

Abstract:

Sir

The detection of incidental renal tumours has dramatically increased over the last twenty years as a result of
widespread ultrasound and CT scanning for various other conditions. Renal cancer is now an incidental diagnosis in
over 50% of cases

1
. Survival rates have dramatically improved as a result of early surgical intervention (radical or

partial nephrectomy)
2
. However, despite advances in radiology, benign renal lesions may be indeterminate from renal

cancer. We report our incidence of patients undergoing nephrectomy for clinically diagnosed renal cancer but with
subsequent benign pathology.

A 12 year retrospective study was performed on all 913 patients who underwent nephrectomy at Tallaght hospital
(2000-2012). Five hundred and ninety three patients had a nephrectomy for presumed renal cancer of whom 575 patients
had confirmed neoplasm by pathology. Forty-two patients had benign pathology (radiological false positive rate 7.1%).
The average lesion size was 5.9 cms and the most frequent diagnoses included oncocytoma (69%) and angiomyolipoma
(17%). The incidental detection of small renal masses (SRM) has particularly increased and management is
controversial. Other studies demonstrate false-positive diagnostic rates for cancer between 10-30%

3-5
. Renal biopsy can

be useful in small and indeterminate lesions but is not diagnostic in up to 22%. Contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS)
and blood oxygenated level dependent MRI (BOLD MRI) show promise in differentiating benign and malignant renal masses
but presently there is no definitive test radiological or otherwise for renal cell malignancy

6,7
. The current

significant overtreatment of incidentally detected benign renal lesions is a serious concern but should be considered
in the overall context of the now excellent prognosis for incidentally detected renal cancer.
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